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“What do you know about vintage cars? They are really old cars 
that are quite valuable. Sometimes people drive their vintage cars 
to join in a parade. Tin Lizzy was a vintage car that wanted to go in 
a parade. Instead, the old car was left sitting in a farm shed for many 

years. What do you think happened to Tin Lizzy in the end?”

•  Retell events of the story in sequence.

•  Note use of adjectives and adverbs to enhance meaning.

•  Discuss homophones:  buy/by  too/to/two

•  Note use of alliteration:  chirping chicks  wiggly worms

•  Discuss use of  instead of  before initial vowel sound.an a

•  Notice hard and soft  sounds:  g vintage  engine  go

•  Identify suffixes: – – – – – – ful  less  ly  y  ed  ing 

•  Compare long and short  sounds:  u use  under  us  useless

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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    ,       Tin Lizzy was an old old car that was just left

         . alone in the farm shed and never used at all

         Farmer Jim was always too busy working hard on

 . his farm
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"        ,  ,  Some day I’ll have time to clean you Tin Lizzy and

   ,"  . "      give you new paint he said Then I’ll buy a new  

  ,        engine for you and we’ll drive together to join in

   .     ."the Vintage Car Parade I'll make you feel proud
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   ,       For many long years Tin Lizzy waited alone in the  

 ,      . farm shed getting rusty and dusty and lonely  

"       ?"  Why has Farmer Jim forgotten about me Lizzy

 .wondered sadly



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com
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